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Two-Digit & Single-Digit Addition

1) A ball pit has 89 colored balls in it. Ashley threw 5 more balls into the pit. How

many balls does the pit contain now?

2) A baby beaver weighs 6 pounds. As it grows, the weight of the beaver increases by

24 pounds. How much does the beaver weigh now?

3)

4) Rebecca and Sandra played an angry birds online game. Rebecca scored 33 points.

Sandra scored 9 more points than Rebecca. How many points did Sandra score?

5) Rick decides to light up his drive way using 24 porch lights. He also adds 8 more

lights to the patio. How many lights did Rick use in all? 

Sheet 1

John ordered for a pizza and a choco-chip cookie. The pizza costed $14 and the

cookie was priced at $7. How much money did John spend in all?

Angry Bird

 Game
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Two-Digit & Single-Digit Addition

1) A ball pit has 89 colored balls in it. Ashley threw 5 more balls into the pit. How

many balls does the pit contain now?

2) A baby beaver weighs 6 pounds. As it grows, the weight of the beaver increases by

24 pounds. How much does the beaver weigh now?

3)

4) Rebecca and Sandra played an angry birds online game. Rebecca scored 33 points.

Sandra scored 9 more points than Rebecca. How many points did Sandra score?

5) Rick decides to light up his drive way using 24 porch lights. He also adds 8 more

lights to the patio. How many lights did Rick use in all? 

Sheet 1

Answer key

94 balls

30 pounds

42 points

32 lights

$21

John ordered for a pizza and a choco-chip cookie. The pizza costed $14 and the

cookie was priced at $7. How much money did John spend in all?

Angry Bird

 Game
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1) Thirteen students of grade 3 are present in class while 4 students have been

excused from class to attend an inter-school competition. What is the total

strength of the class?

2) Bailey had 30 dimes in his piggy bank. His grandfather gave him 3 more. How many

dimes in total does Bailey’s piggy bank contain now?

3) Twenty children are skateboarding, and 5 are riding bikes in a skate park. How

many children in all are present at the skate park?

4) An ice cream parlor sold 71 ice creams on Saturday. The next day, the parlor sold

8 more ice creams than it did on Saturday. How many ice creams did the parlor

sell on Sunday?

5) Anna was left with 50 seashells after she gave away 6 of them to her friend, Noam.

How many seashells did Anna initially have?

Ice cream
        parlor
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1) Thirteen students of grade 3 are present in class while 4 students have been

excused from class to attend an inter-school competition. What is the total

strength of the class?

2) Bailey had 30 dimes in his piggy bank. His grandfather gave him 3 more. How many

dimes in total does Bailey’s piggy bank contain now?

3) Twenty children are skateboarding, and 5 are riding bikes in a skate park. How

many children in all are present at the skate park?

4) An ice cream parlor sold 71 ice creams on Saturday. The next day, the parlor sold

8 more ice creams than it did on Saturday. How many ice creams did the parlor

sell on Sunday?

5) Anna was left with 50 seashells after she gave away 6 of them to her friend, Noam.

How many seashells did Anna initially have?

17 students

33 dimes

25 children

79 ice creams

56 seashells

Ice cream
        parlor

Two-Digit & Single-Digit Addition Sheet 2
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1) Henry scored 91 points in level 1 of a video game. He needs 9 more points to move

to the next level. How many points does Henry need to complete level 1?

2)

3) Natasha bought a bouquet of 16 red roses. The !orist added 3 complimentary red

roses to the bouquet. How many !owers in total did the bouquet contain now?

4)

5) Bryan spends 14 hours practicing the guitar and 7 hours on vocals per week. How

many hours in all does he devote towards music?

Ruth spent $50 on buying a few Christmas presents and $8 on a Santa hat. How

much did Ruth spent in all on her purchases? 

Christmas!

� � �� � �� � � 	 
 � �  � �
Mel had to complete 2 homework assignments this week. She had written 24 pages

in science assignment and 2 pages in math assignment. How much pages did Mel

write in all? S
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1) Henry scored 91 points in level 1 of a video game. He needs 9 more points to move

to the next level. How many points does Henry need to complete level 1?

2)

3) Natasha bought a bouquet of 16 red roses. The !orist added 3 complimentary red

roses to the bouquet. How many !owers in total did the bouquet contain now?

4)

5) Bryan spends 14 hours practicing the guitar and 7 hours on vocals per week. How

many hours in all does he devote towards music?

Ruth spent $50 on buying a few Christmas presents and $8 on a Santa hat. How

much did Ruth spent in all on her purchases? 

Christmas!

� � �� � �� � � 	 
 � �  � �
Mel had to complete 2 homework assignments this week. She had written 24 pages

in science assignment and 2 pages in math assignment. How much pages did Mel

write in all?

100 points

19 roses

21 hours

$58

26 pages
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